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Interim Report 
April 1990 
MISSILE AUTOPILOT DESIGN USING MU-SYNTHESIS 1 
H. L. Stalford, Project Director 
School of Aerospace Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
The meeting during 11-16 March 1990 between Dr. Stafford and John Bibel was used to conduct a 
prliminary H-Infinity/Mu-Synthesis design of a missile autopilot. The meeting was held at the 
School of Aerospace Engineering of the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia. Our 
overall objective was (1) to formulate a preliminary missile autopilot problem into the standard 
block diagram of the structured singular value, (2) to code the resulting block diagram into Mu-
synthesis software and (3) to generate a robust controller using the software. First we walked 
through the three step approach using a test example. Then we set up our particular problem of 
interest, ran it through the software and generated a very nice controller after several iterations. 
1 Sponsored by The Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, VA under contract number 
N60921-87-D-A315, Task B093 of SCEEE/NSWC-88/B093, Georgia Tech project 
number E-16-682. Technical Monitor John Bibel, Aeromechanics Branch, NavSWC. 
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H. L. Stalford, Project Director 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
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This initial progress report covers the period from 6 February 1990 to 6 April 1990. 
During this period a plan for accomplishing the contract objectives was developed and 
agreed upon by the sponsor. The plan is (1) to conduct a Mu-synthesis design using a test 
example, (2) t6 perform a Mu-synthesis design on a preliminary autopilot in which some 
parameteric uncertainties and some flexible mode uncertainties are ignored, (3) to increase 
the complexity and number of the uncertainties in the Mu-synthesis design process and (4) 
to perform a trade-off between robust performance and robust stability by pushing the 
bandwidth to its limit, while holding the stability specifications fixed. 
Both synthesis designs of (1) and (2) have been accomplished. The procedure for 
incorporating flexible mode uncertainties into the design process has been established. An 
ad hoc procedure has been identified for setting the performance bandwidth a priori in the 
closed loop Mu-synthesis design. 
1 Sponsored by The Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, VA under contract number 
N60921-87-D-A315, Task B093 of SCEEE/NSWC-88/B093, Georgia Tech project 
number E-16-682. Technical Monitor John Bibel, Aeromechanics Branch, NavSWC. 
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This progress report covers the period from 6 April 1990 to 6 July 1990. During this 
period Mu-synthesis design has been conducted on model with increasing complexity and 
number of uncertainties. Bending modes have been incorporated into the normal 
acceleration and angular acceleration channels together with several parametric uncertaitnies 
in the dynamics. A trade-off between robust performance and robust stability has been 
performed by pushing the bandwidth to its limit, while holding the stability specifications 
fixed. The work is documented as a paper ( authored by the sponsor Mr. John Bibel and 
the project director H. L. Stalford ) in the proceedings of a conference held in June. 
1 Sponsored by The Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, VA under contract number 
N60921-87-D-A315, Task B093 of SCEEE/NSWC-88/B093, Georgia Tech project 
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H. L. Stalford, Project Director 
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Methods were developed for designing H.,./µ robust controller for flexible missiles. The firsr 
method was based on covering the flexibel modes with an unmoldeled dynamics weight. That 
method is presented in the paper: Bibel, John and H. Stafford, "p.-Synthesis Autopilot Design for a 
Flexible Missile", 29th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, January 7-10, 1991, Reno, Nevada, AIAA 
91-0586. A second method was developed in which the first two mode dynamics are included in 
the nominal plant description and in which the higher modes are covered by an unmodeled 
dynamics weight. This second method was partially developed during a one week meeting held 
during the fall of 1990 between Dr. Stalford and John Bibel. The method consists of inserting 
appropriate S and T weights at each of the plant outputs to govern the following: (1) maximize the 
bandwidth of the closed-loop system while attaining a 20 db rolloff of the loop-transmission 
function at the lowest flexible mode frequency, (2) obtaining specified gain and phase margins at 
input and output locations and (3) small overshoot of closed-loop system time response to step 
input. The method was used to derive a robust controller for the autopilot of a flexible missile. 
1 Sponsored by The Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, VA under contract number 
N60921-87-D-A315, Task B093 of SCEEE/NSWC-88/B093, Georgia Tech project 
number E-16-682. Technical Monitor John Bibel, Aeromechanics Branch, NSWC. 
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